Beyond fuel.
Decades of experience. Thousands of locations. One trusted supplier.

We deliver
•

Competitively-priced fuel and lubricant solutions tailored to your specific needs

•

Expertise in Duty and Tax Regulations for cost-effective fuelling

•

Specialist technical knowledge and support 24/7, anywhere in the world

•

Aviation fuel for helicopters

•

Tailored route planning to save time and money

Your dedicated
fuel crew
•

Premium quality fuel and
dedicated service from a world
leading supplier

•

Experts in tax, duty and
environmental regulations

•

Peace of mind that your fuel
needs are taken care of globally
by one trusted supplier

•

Access specialist technical
knowledge around the clock

Put simply, we do the hard work so
you don’t have to. We supply the
fuel you need, on time, at the
right location.

Did you know?
•

World Fuel Services Yacht
Solutions has over 30 marine
offices around the world

•

We have served the luxury
Superyacht industry for over
25 years

•

We have arranged the supply of
over 700 million litres of fuel to
Superyachts in over 2,000 ports
in 48 countries worldwide

World Fuel Services Yacht Solutions

a global solution to your Superyacht fuel requirements.
Not all tax and duty regimes are the same.

What if your engineer has concerns about the fuel you’ve taken on?

Our expert knowledge means we know the most cost-effective
places to refuel your Superyacht, tailored to your precise needs.

Even if you’re in the middle of the ocean, our technical team is on hand 24/7 to help.
We can take your engineer through the steps to get to the root of any problem.

= World Fuel Services
Marine Office
Do you know the most cost-effective
places to fuel along your route?
Before you set off, or even while you are
underway, our experts suggest the best places
to take on fuel. Our long-standing supplier
relationships mean you get guaranteed
premium quality fuel at a competitive price–
we never cut corners on quality.

There’s no such thing as ‘normal’ working hours.
We understand that owners, guests, even the weather can change the best-planned
itinerary. With our network of yacht specialists around the globe, there’s always a team
to help you get the fuel you need – even on evenings and weekends.

Beyond fuel.
Over the years, we have built a
wealth of knowledge and expertise
to help Superyacht Owners,
Captains, and Chief Engineers.
•

Voyage planning and
consultancy

Focus on
Gibraltar
•

We are able to supply multiple
vessels at a time and attend to
you faster

•

We deliver fuels and lubricants
ex-pipe from onshore
bulk storage

•

Tailored payment terms

•

Physical supply in
many locations

•

•

Local supply vetting for
quality assurance

We are the authorised distributor
of Shell® lubricants

•

•

Dedicated Technical Team

•

Duty free pricing and tax
regulation expertise

We can supply Jet A1 aviation
fuel in line with aviation
industry guidelines

•

Legal services

What our
customers say
“Fuel supply with World Fuel
Services is stress free, anywhere I
am it’s one phone call and they sort
out the rest”
“In yachting, things are often
difficult to plan, Yacht Solutions
are flexible enough to make things
happen in a short space of time”
“My boss likes that we use
World Fuel Services as he knows
everything is compliant”

Seakeepers
Society
World Fuel Services,
Yacht Solutions are a proud
sponsor of The International
Seakeepers Society who promote
oceanographic research,
conservation and education through
direct involvement with the
yachting community.
www.seakeepers.org

mail@yachtfuel.com

www.wfscorp.com/yachtsolutions

Global team, local contacts:
United States: +1 312 479 9281 - United Kingdom: +44 (0) 207 808 6969
Singapore: +65 66 222 043 - France: +33 (0) 157 323 865 - Italy: +39 (0) 287 103 617
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